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Self-ordering solutions

Benefits of digitalization

HARD FACTS

of guests are more likely to visit  
restaurants when using kiosk terminals.

of guests prefer kiosk terminals when the  
line at conventional checkouts is longer  

than 4 people.

more sales on average per order at  
kiosk terminals (compared to conventional checkouts).
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Polytouch® FLEX and FLEX lite

Highlights

· Ultra-compact all-in-one solution
· Tablet-like look and feel
· European Product Design Award 2020 (for FLEX 21.5)
· Cash recycler (optional for FLEX21.5) 

The ultra-compact Polytouch® FLEX21.5 kiosk terminals are 
the ideal solution for any restaurant where space is at a  
premium and every square inch counts.
Your guests will love self-ordering on the small FLEX. The  
almost frameless and super-flat touch display in portrait  
format gives the kiosk the look and feel of a tablet. This gives 
guests a familiar experience that makes self-ordering a real 
pleasure. The FLEX looks great as a pedestal, wall-mounted 
and countertop version.
And with the FLEX lite we’ve taken minimalism to the  
extreme. It might not fit in your back pocket, but it will fit in 
even the smallest restaurant.



Pyramid –  
The SOT Experts Polytouch® 27“ PASSPORT Polytouch® 32“ PASSPORT Pyramid PLS

Self Ordering with Polytouch® 

With Polytouch® both you and your guests will feel the benefits! 
Our kiosk terminals mean your guests spend far less time wait-
ing to place their orders. This makes your restaurants much 
more attractive to visitors.
 
More footfall in your restaurants means more revenue, which 
is boosted even further by upselling at the terminal  – by an 
average of 30% per order compared with upselling at conven-
tional checkouts.

What you should also know: Polytouch®  terminals can be eas-
ily and cost-effectively adapted to any use case. What’s more, 
they’re so space-efficient that they make the best use of floor 
space.

Are you looking to build, expand or modernize a self-service in-
frastructure in your restaurants? Then Polytouch® is your first 
choice! Take the decisive step towards more customer experi-
ence, higher sales and lower costs with Polytouch®.

At Pyramid Computer, we have many years of experience in 
the field of self-order terminals. An industry giant in QSR relies 
on Polytouch® technology.

Our team will gladly analyze your needs and advise you on the 
look, feel and functionality of your future solution. Polytouch® 
SOT solutions are by no means just standard products off 
the shelf. Instead, they offer maximum modularity to suit any 
restaurant concept.

With a Polytouch® 27“ PASSPORT you bring two kiosks to your 
quick-service or fast-casual restaurant. This gives you double the 
capacity to take and pay for orders in one fell swoop.
With its flat platform that is only two hands wide, the 27“ PASS-
PORT takes up very little space, making it easy to fit into even the 
smallest restaurants 
Its clean contours, slim appearance and designer pedestal make 
the 27“ PASSPORT one of a kind. They make the kiosk terminal a 
high-visibility landmark for your guests, inviting them to self-or-
der.

The Polytouch® 32“ PASSPORT is the order terminal with 
different formats (single and dual display) and mounting 
options (wall-mounted, pedestal) that guarantee maximum 
flexibility in sales volume and placement on the floor.
It’s absolutely straightforward to convert or retrofit the 32“ 
PASSPORT with peripheral modules, with plenty of room 
for them in the console (belly).
With an optional puck dispenser, the 32“ PASSPORT be-
comes the heart of the Pyramid Paging & Locating System.

Highlights

· Very slim design
· 27“ Full HD touch display
· 2 kiosks in 1 system
· Minimal footprint
· Eye-catching pedestal
· Space-saving dimensions

Highlights

· Slim design
· 32“ Full HD touch display (single or dual display)
· Small footprint
· High modularity
· Multiple mounting options
· Tool-free installation

Highlights

· Three complete packages for every need
· Bluetooth technology
· Easy connection to your POS
· Automated paging
· High-precision real-time localization

Want to notify your guests that menus are ready for pickup? 
A definite case for paging! Do you offer table service? Then 
you need to make sure that the tables can be located so 
that every meal reaches the person who ordered it quickly 
and reliably! The Pyramid Paging & Locating System is a scal-
able technology concept that can easily be integrated into an 
existing self-service infrastructure. The BASIC paging pack-
age is aimed at smaller restaurants, while the PROFESSION-
AL package is aimed at hospitality businesses that have to 
serve a very large number of guests at the same time. PRO-
FESSIONAL can be upgraded to the localization solution EX-
PERT. Of course, you can also start right away with EXPERT!  
Talk to us! We’ll be happy to advise you!


